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Abstract. A search has been made for direct production of
heavy quarkonium states in more than 3 million hadronicZ0

decays in the 1991-1994 DELPHI data. PromptJ/ψ, ψ(2S)
andΥ candidates have been searched for through their lep-
tonic decay modes using criteria based on the kinematics and
decay vertex positions. New upper limits are set at the 90%
confidence level forBr(Z0 →(

QQ̄
)
X)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)

for various strong production mechanisms ofJ/ψ and Υ ;
these range down to 0.9× 10−4. The limits are set in the
presence of a small excess (∼ 1% statistical probability of
a background fluctuation) in the sum of candidates from
prompt J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S), Υ (2S) and Υ (3S) relative to
the estimated background.

1 Introduction

Direct production of vector meson states (QQ̄) of heavy
quarksQ = c, b in hadronicZ0 decay is expected to be
dominated by two fragmentation processes[1], [2]

– heavy quark fragmentation:Z0 → (QQ̄)QQ̄ (1)
– gluon fragmentation: Z0 → qq̄g∗, g∗ → (QQ̄)gg (2)

whereq represents any quarku, d, c, s or b. In perturbative
QCD, there is also a short-distance process (scale 1/MZ0)
of hard gluon radiation off the heavy quarks which can then
form a bound state[3]

– Z0 → (QQ̄)gg (3)

This paper describes a search for promptly produced
ψ and Υ mesons decaying to an electron or muon pair in
hadronicZ0 decays at LEP. Such events would signal the
presence of direct production processes. The prompt meson
states are identified by their leptonic decays: a pair of lep-
tons with an invariant mass compatible with the meson state
and produced at the interaction point is a common signature
in all direct production processes.

Isolation of leptons with respect to the jet systems and
absence of a positive tag forb hadrons in the hadronic jets are
good signatures for the gluon processes (2) and (3) because
they produce quarkonium states at higherpT [2] and the
hadronic system often consists only of light flavour hadrons.
Known backgrounds such asJ/ψ from bottom decays or
events with semileptonic decays of heavy flavour hadrons,
possibly with hadrons misidentified as leptons, can be elim-
inated very efficiently.

The situation is more involved for quark fragmentation
processes, which are expected to produce leptons at trans-
verse momentum of the order ofMQQ̄ with respect to the

primary quark direction, and the accompanying hadronic
systems carry the same heavy flavour as the quarks bound
within the meson state. The presence of promptJ/ψ pro-
duction is probed here using the lifetime distribution of the
inclusiveJ/ψ sample, while the search for a promptΥ signal
suggests the use of isolation criteria, because of its higher
mass, and of a positiveb tag in the accompanying hadronic
jets.

QCD based calculations [1] predict probabilities of 2.4×
10−4 for aJ/ψ state to be produced in an event ofZ0 → cc̄,
and of 4.2× 10−5 for an Υ (1S) state in an event ofZ0 →
bb̄ (process (1)). ForJ/ψ, the branching fraction through
the second process in hadronicZ0 decays is 2× 10−5 [2].
The branching ratios Br

(
Z0 → (QQ̄)gg

)
are expected to be

small, with branching ratios of 4× 10−7 and 2× 10−6 to
J/ψ andΥ (1S), respectively.

Up to now in the LEP data, an upper limit of 7×
10−4 (90% CL) has been set for direct production ofJ/ψ
states through the process (2) by the L3 experiment [4].
DELPHI has estimated a primary component of
7.7+6.3

−5.4(stat)% in the proper time distribution of the inclu-
sive J/ψ sample (Ref. [5]). The inclusive multiplicity of
charm quark pairs from gluons has been measured by the
OPAL experiment [6] to be< ncc̄ >= (2.27± 0.28± 0.41)×
10−2 per hadronicZ0, in agreement with the predictions
from the JETSET 7.3 fragmentation model used. However,
preliminary results from the CDF collaboration have re-
ported on an order of magnitude higher rates of direct
J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ (1S) and (2S) production in pp̄ collisions
[7] compared to initial predictions [1]. Several production
mechanisms have been proposed to explain the CDF data
[8].

2 Detector

This analysis relies mainly on identification of isolated
muons and electrons, reconstructed with precise vertex pa-
rameters. Charged and neutral particles are used in defining
hadronic jets. The detector components relevant to these as-
pects of event information are described here. A general
description of the DELPHI detector and its performance can
be found in [9] and [10].

The microvertex detector (VD) is closest to the inter-
action point. It has three layers of silicon strip detectors at
radii of 6.3, 9.0 and 11.0 cm. Coordinates in theRφ plane
which is transverse to the electron beam direction,z, are
available at polar anglesθ from 37◦ to 143◦. The VD points
alone provide an impact parameter precision of 24µm for
high momentum charged particles. In the data collected in
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1994, thez coordinate is measured with a precision com-
parable toRφ by the double-sided VD layers. The charged
particle trajectories are reconstructed in the DELPHI central
tracking system using the Inner Detector, the Time Projec-
tion Chamber (TPC) and the Outer Detector which cover
polar angles between 30◦ and 150◦. A precision of 3.5%
has been obtained on the momentum of muons of 45 GeV/c
in the solenoidal magnetic field of 1.2 T. At polar angles
11◦ − 33◦ and 147◦ − 169◦ forward drift chambers extend
the tracking acceptance.

Electron showers are reconstructed within the polar an-
gles of 42◦ − 138◦ in the High density Projection Chamber
(HPC) with a depth of 17.5 radiation lengths (forθ near 90◦).
The electron identification algorithm is based on the shower
profile, the ratio of the shower energy to the track momen-
tum (E/p), and the particle mass determination by using the
Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters anddE/dx data from the
TPC. Within the acceptance of the HPC, 85 to 90% of the
electrons with momenta greater than 2 GeV/c are identified
with a probability of 5% for hadrons in jets to be misiden-
tified as electrons. The momentum reconstruction of elec-
trons includes corrections for traversing the detector material
by using a track refit and detected bremsstrahlung photons.
The electromagnetic energy measured in the forward elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (EMF) at polar angles 10◦−36◦ and
144◦ − 170◦ has been used in the reconstruction of forward
jets. The gain in using electrons identified in the EMF would
be marginal because of lower acceptance and efficiency, and
higher background due to increased detector material in front
of it.

Muons are identified as charged particles with associ-
ated hits in muon chambers in the outer part of the instru-
mented hadron calorimeter in the iron magnet yoke. Muon
candidates traverse a thickness of 7.5 absorption lengths
or more (θ near 90◦). Three sets of barrel drift chambers,
each with two cell layers with azimuthal overlap, provide
three-dimensional hit information for muons at polar an-
gles 52◦ < θ < 128◦. The hits patterns in two forward
muon chamber layers which cover polar angles 9◦−43◦ and
137◦ − 171◦ are also used. The gap between the barrel and
forward muon chambers is covered by streamer tube planes,
present since 1994. The muon identification efficiency within
the acceptance of the muon chambers is∼ 90% at momenta
greater than 3 GeV/c with an estimated probability of 3%
for a hadron in a jet to be misidentified as a muon.

3 Data samples

The analysis is based on data collected with the DELPHI
detector at LEP in the period 1991-1994 consisting of about
3.2× 106 hadronicZ0 decays.

A sample of 5.5 × 106 Z0 → qq̄ events generated
by the JETSET 7.3 parton shower Monte Carlo [11] with
the DELPHI tuning ofb and c decays (B meson lifetime
1.6 ps), followed by the full detector simulation [12] has
been used. Specific simulated samples of theb → J/ψX
channel with varying lifetime, decay and fragmentation char-
acteristics of bottom hadrons have also been used. In addi-
tion, simulated samples of four-fermion processese+e− →

llqq̄ [13] have been used to describe this expected back-
ground. The efficiencies of the selection criteria for the
direct production mechanisms have been checked by us-
ing fully simulated events. The direct production channel
Z0 → qq̄g∗, g∗ → J/ψ gg has been studied using the
generator[2]. The heavy quark fragmentation is described in
the JETSET 7.3 model with a momentum spectrum which
agrees with the prediction[1], while the rate is about a fac-
tor of three higher. For the channelZ0 → J/ψ (Υ ) gg, a
phase space model with JETSET7.3 fragmentation has been
developed.

3.1 General event selection

Charged particles with polar angles between 20◦ and 160◦,
with track length larger than 30 cm and with momenta
greater than 100 MeV/c are selected. The relative momen-
tum error has to be less than one, and projections of impact
parameters with respect to the beam position less than 5 cm
in the transverse plane and 10 cm in the beam direction are
required. Energy clusters in calorimeters, with the cluster en-
ergy below 45 GeV and without associated charged particles
are taken as neutral particles.

HadronicZ0 events are selected as events with charged
multiplicity more than four, with the total charged energy
greater than 0.10× Ecm, and with the thrust axis satisfy-
ing | cosθthrust| < 0.95. A total of 3125150 events have
been selected. The selection efficiency is larger than 98%
for hadronicZ0 decays. The background fromτ+τ− pairs
(and γγ collisions to smaller extent), evaluated by simula-
tion of these processes, has been estimated to be 0.7% in
the analyzed sample.

3.2 Selection of isolated lepton pairs

Pairs of identified leptons have been considered when

– both lepton momenta are greater than 3 GeV/c and the
sum of the lepton energies is greater than 10 GeV;

– the opening angle of the lepton pair is less than 90◦;
– the probability for both leptons to come from the same

decay vertex in space is greater than 0.1 %.

Electrons recognized as photon conversions in the detector
material are rejected [10]. For each lepton pair considered,
the hadronic system obtained by removing the lepton pair is
reconstructed as two jets by using an appropriate value of
the ymin parameter [14]. Only pairs with both jet energies
above 10 GeV are considered.

The numbers of selected lepton pairs in the invariant
mass interval from 2 to 15 GeV/c2 are listed in Table 1,
labelled as ‘selected pairs’. Predictions from simulation of
hadronicZ0 decays and four-fermion processes are also
shown, normalized to the number of hadronic events in
real data. The systematic uncertainties in comparing real
data with simulation have been studied by relaxing the lep-
ton identification requirements to charged particle-particle
and charged particle-lepton pairs in the mass range 2 to
15 GeV/c2 for the real and simulated data. The general
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Table 1. Summary of events rates satisfying the selection criteria, show-
ing, from left to right, opposite-sign rates for data, simulatedZ0 hadronic
events and simulated 4-fermion processes, and like-sign rates for data and
simulation. The simulation results are normalized to the number of hadronic
events in real data. The errors in simulated data are statistical, the systematic
uncertainty is 30%

selection Real +− Sim (Z0) +− Sim (4-f) +− Real±± Sim.±±
a) # selected pairs:
µµ 764 860± 22 11± 2.5 224 219± 11
e e 450 450± 46 5± 1.5 171 168± 16
e µ 759 801± 20 − 369 353± 13

b) # isolated pairs
µµ 20 12± 3 5.1± 1.7 2 1.7± 1.0
e e 11 5.2± 1.7 2.9± 1.3 0 0.0
e µ 12 8.0± 2.1 − 3 2.2± 1.1

c) # pairs with short decay lengths
µµ 13 2.5± 0.7 4.2± 0.7 0 0.63± 0.37
e e 6 1.3± 0.5 2.3± 0.5 0 0.0
e µ 2 4.2± 1.1 − 1 1.1± 0.57

d) # pairs with short decay lengths and light flavour jets
µµ 10 1.3± 0.5 3.5± 0.5 0 0.34± 0.20
e e 5 0.8± 0.3 1.7± 0.3 0 0.0
e µ 1 2.2± 0.6 − 0 0.33± 0.17

Table 2. Summary of uncertainties in the background estimate for events
in the mass windowsJ/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ (1S), (2S), (3S). The system-
atic uncertainties are estimated as differences in the rates of lepton-lepton,
particle-lepton and particle-particle pairs in the real and simulation data.
The total uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the individual contributions

Selection Source of uncertainty Uncertainty
Selected track pairs momentum spectra,

track reconstruction and vertex fit 12%
Lepton identification efficiencies and misidentification 10%
Isolation criteria jet reconstruction,

semileptonic decay properties,
J/ψ decay properties 20%

Decay length criteria b-hadron lifetimes,
vertex reconstruction 10%

Simulation statistics 12%

Total ( quadratic sum) 30%

agreement leads to estimates of systematic uncertainties
summarized in the first and the second items of Table 2.

The background to prompt lepton pairs from bottom de-
cay toJ/ψ, from semileptonic decays of heavy quarks and
from hadrons misidentified as leptons, is reduced by requir-
ing isolated lepton pairs and small missing energy for the
event by means of the following criteria:

– the sum of energies of charged and neutral particles in
the cones of 20◦ half opening angle around the lepton
candidates is required to be less than 4 GeV;

– leptons are required to have anglesα with respect to the
jet axes such that| cosα (jet, l) | < 0.8 ;

– in events with total reconstructed energy less than 0.80×
Ecm, the angleβ between the missing momentum vector
and the lepton pair momentum is required to be above
60◦.

The distributions of these variables are shown in Figs. 1
and 2, and the statistics of lepton pairs satisfying these crite-
ria are listed in Table 1. A systematic uncertainty of 20% has
been evaluated (Table 2). This includes detector and model
uncertainties (lepton spectra). The rates of like-signed lep-

Fig. 1. Distributions of the isolation variables:a) cone energy sum for real
µ+µ− and e+e− pairs, b) the smallest angle of a lepton with respect to
the jet directions for real pairs satisfying the cone energy cut,c) cone en-
ergy sum for simulatedZ0 and 4-fermion events,d) the smallest angle of
a lepton with respect to the jet directions for simulatedZ0 and 4-fermion
events satisfying the cone energy cut. The distributions from direct produc-
tion models are shown ine) and f) (with arbitrary normalization). Arrows
indicate the maximum values allowed for events to be selected

ton pairs are low in the real data in agreement with simula-
tion which suggests that the fraction of misidentified isolated
leptons is small. (Like-signed lepton pairs due toB0 − B̄0

mixing are removed by the cut on opening angle of the lep-
ton pair). The lower number ofe+µ− pairs relative to the
µ+µ− and e+e− sample in the isolated selection indicates
that double semileptonic decays are suppressed in the se-
lected sample. The fact that the missing energy/momentum
veto has a small effect on the sample of isolatedl+l− pairs
adds further support that they do not originate from double
semileptonic decays.

3.3 Lepton pair decay lengths andb tagging

The decay lengthdxy of the lepton pair is computed as
the absolute difference between the fitted di-lepton vertex
and the mean beam spot position in thexy plane averaged
over periods of the order of one hour of colliding beams.
Figure 3 shows the decay lengthdxy and its precisionσ(dxy).
A lepton pair is considered to be produced in the primary
interaction point (prompt pair) if
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Table 3. Efficiencies of the decay vertex andb tagging criteria

a) Selected pairs from simulation:
criterion channel: directc→ J/ψ b→ J/ψ

decay length µµ 0.83± 0.04 0.18± 0.04
ee 0.77± 0.10 0.19± 0.04

andb veto µµ 0.69± 0.05 0.082± 0.007
ee 0.59± 0.12 0.095± 0.009

b) Selected pairs:
criterion sample: real +− sim +− real±± sim±±

decay length µµ 0.21± 0.02 0.21± 0.01 0.42± 0.05 0.37± 0.03
e e 0.21± 0.03 0.25± 0.02 0.32± 0.05 0.41± 0.03
eµ 0.28± 0.02 0.27± 0.01 0.34± 0.04 0.41± 0.02

andb veto µµ 0.11± 0.01 0.11± 0.01 0.19± 0.03 0.20± 0.02
e e 0.15± 0.02 0.13± 0.01 0.21± 0.03 0.28± 0.03
eµ 0.11± 0.01 0.12± 0.01 0.15± 0.02 0.23± 0.02

Fig. 2. Distributions of the missing energy/momentum variables.a) Total
energy normalized toEcm in events with energetic lepton pairs.c) Angle
between the missing momentum and the lepton pair momentum vectors, for
events with total energies below 0.8×Ecm (dotted arrow ina)). b) andd)
are asa) andc) but for simulatedZ0 events normalized to the real events

dxy < 2.5 σ(dxy) and dxy < dmax
xy

where dmax
xy = 0.5 (1.0) mm is used for muon (electron)

pairs with two or more VD points associated to each track
anddmax

xy = 1.0 (2.0) mm for muon (electron) pairs having
one or no VD hit association. These criteria take into account
the difference in resolutions of muon and electron pairs,
and they allow for poorer decay length precision for muons
outside the VD acceptance. The upper part of Table 3a lists
the efficiencies of decay length cuts for selected pairs from
simulatedJ/ψ from decays ofb-hadrons and from simulated
direct processes. The agreement between simulation and real
data is shown in the upper part of Table 3b. Further checks
on two particle and particle-lepton pairs limit the systematic
uncertainty to 10% for the numbers of lepton pairs selected
by the decay length criteria (Table 2). This estimate includes
the uncertainty in the lifetime ofb hadrons, as a variation of
8% in the rate of selected pairs is observed for a change of

Fig. 3. a) Decay length distributions for charged particle pairs satisfying
the event selection criteria (nonisolated) in real data (circles) and simulation
(histogram).b) asa) but for decay lengths normalized by their errors. The
arrows show the maximum values allowed for selected pairs, with two or
more associated VD points (‘≥ 2VD’) or less than two associated VD points
(‘< 2VD’). c) Decay length distributions for simulated primaryJ/ψ →
µ+µ− and e+e− events.d) Distributions of decay lengths normalized by
their errors for the subsample ofc) within the cut on decay length.e)–f) as
c)–d) but for J/ψ from b decays - relative normalization to primaryJ/ψ
is arbitrary. The arrows show the maximum values allowed for selected
muon (‘µ’) and electron (‘e’) pairs

0.1 ps in the lifetime ofb-hadrons in samples of simulated
b→ J/ψX.

The flavour content of the hadronic jets is analyzed with
the DELPHI b tagging procedure. The algorithm uses im-
pact parameter significances to compute probabilityPvtx of
a set of charged particles all to originate from the primary
vertex; the probability is computed from tracks with positive
lifetime-signed impact parameters. The algorithm has been
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Fig. 4. Invariant mass distributions of isolatedµ+µ− and e+e− pairs for
a) real data, andb) simulated hadronicZ0 decays and processe+e− →
l+l−qq̄. The realeµ and like-sign lepton pairs are shown inc), and the
simulated ones ind). All events satisfy the event selection with cuts on
decay lengths and satisfy theb veto

calibrated for the analyzed data sets with the procedure used
in [15]. The veto of bottom events, defined asPvtx > 0.1,
is used in selecting candidates in all the channels except the
bottom fragmentation toΥ . In this channel a bottom tag, de-
fined asPvtx < 0.1, is required.Pvtx is always computed
from tracks with positive impact parameters. The rates of se-
lected particle pairs in real data and simulation agree within
2%, which is assigned as a systematic uncertainty in theb
tagging. The lower parts of Tables 3a) and b) summarize the
expected selection efficiencies when both the decay length
criteria and theb veto are imposed.

Thirteenµ+µ− and six e+e− isolated pairs satisfy the
decay length criteria. Twoµe pairs remain out of twelve
selected pairs. If, in addition, theb veto is imposed, ten
µ+µ−, five e+e− pairs and aµe pair remain. In the simula-
tion, 10.3± 3.2 (stat. and sys.)l+l− (l = µ or e) pairs with
short decay lengths are expected, and 7.3± 2.3 events re-
main after theb veto, dominantly from four-fermion events
(two thirds) and combinatorial background (one third). The
expected number ofJ/ψ events coming fromb-hadrons is
predicted to be 0.4 ± 0.1; the contribution fromψ(2S) is
estimated to be negligible. It should be noted, that the con-
tribution from direct production mechanisms in the general
simulated sample (JETSET) is small within the overall sys-
tematics and does not need to be subtracted. The background
in the di-lepton mass rangeM > 5 GeV/c2 consists of four-
fermion events only, and is 2.5± 0.2 events.

While the samples of isolated lepton pairs in data and
in simulation agreed within statistics before the vertex crite-
ria, and the efficiencies of vertex criteria on larger inclusive
samples agree as well, the residual sample of isolatedl+l−
pairs in real data after vertex criteria is slightly higher than
expectations. The data and simulation agree very well for
the eµ and l±l± pairs. This information is summarized in

Fig. 5.ReconstructedJ/ψ andΥ (1S) masses using their leptonic decays.a)
Selectedµ+µ− pairs in real data (see Table 1) and in simulation (hatched).
The mass window 2.96− 3.24 GeV/c2 contains 90 % of the simulated
J/ψ. b) Same asa) for e+e− pairs. The 90 % mass window is 2.60−
3.26 GeV/c2. c) SimulatedΥ (1S) → µ+µ−. The mass window 9.2 −
10.6 GeV/c2 contains 95 % of the simulatedΥ (1S, 2S, 3S) → µ+µ−. d)
Same asc) for e+e−. The 95 % mass window is 7.9− 10.8 GeV/c2
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Fig. 6. An isolatedµ+µ− pair in a hadronic event,Mµ+µ− = 2.99±
0.03 GeV/c2, compatible with aJ/ψ decay

Table 1. The invariant masses of the selected lepton pairs in
data and in simulation (hadronicZ0 decays and four-fermion
processes added up) are shown in Fig. 4. A summary of rel-
evant event variables of the candidate events is listed in
Table 4.
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Table 4. Selected isolated prompt lepton pairs with light flavour jets. The pairs compatible with
quarkonium states are indicated.E1+2 andpT1+2 are the energy sum of the reconstructed leptons
and the transverse component of the momentum vector with respect to the closest jet.Ml,l is
the invariant mass of the fitted lepton system with 1σ uncertainty for muon pairs extracted from
the fit covariance matrix. For electrons an estimate of the 68% probability interval is used.Pvtx
is explained in the text. The last two columns list the total reconstructed energy and the angle
between the missing momentum and the lepton pair momentum vectors

leptons E1+2 pT1+2 Ml,l dxy Pvtx Erec/ αpmiss,pll

GeV GeV/c GeV/c2 µm Ecm dgr
µ+µ− 10 8 2.88 120± 160 1.00 0.94 61
µ+µ−(J/ψ) 15 12 2.99 350± 156 0.65 0.75 120
µ+µ−(J/ψ) 14 9 3.04 220± 480 0.70 1.05 122
µ+µ− 24 15 3.40 270± 180 0.11 0.63 144
µ+µ−(ψ(2S)) 12 11 3.53 350± 320 0.11 0.88 87
µ+µ− 10 7 6.04 70± 180 0.70 0.85 53
µ+µ− 16 9 6.63 30± 45 0.67 0.60 92
µ+µ− 35 15 8.64 140± 140 0.97 1.04 73
µ+µ−(Υ (2S)) 41 15 9.77 260± 190 0.80 0.97 144
µ+µ−(Υ (2S)) 23 18 9.96 860± 660 1.00 0.88 130
e+e− 12 6 2.42 40± 120 0.49 0.58 154
e+e− 11 10 2.44 80± 185 0.16 0.81 99
e+e−(J/ψ) 21 11 2.74 490± 260 0.78 0.89 55
e+e−(J/ψ) 18 15 3.05 70± 150 0.54 0.60 148
e+e−(ψ(2S)) 21 13 3.47 180± 170 0.28 0.88 46
µe 12 7 4.15 90± 150 0.68 0.83 148

Table 5. Summary of predictions, data and upper limits. Column ‘Pred.’ gives predictions from models [1] [2] and [3]. ‘Real prompt
pairs’ gives the numbers of candidate events in mass windows ofJ/ψ, ψ(2S) andΥ . Numbers of promptµ+µ− and e+e− pairs are
shown, with the additional conditions onb veto or tag. Columns ’BRrate’ and ’BRlimit ’ give branching ratio estimates (see text) and
90% c.l. upper limits

channel Pred. Real prompt pairs Background BRrate BRlimit
/evts b veto b tag /evts ×10−4 ×10−4

µµ ee µµ ee µµ + ee /Z0(had) /Z0(had)
cc̄→ J/ψ X 0.03 incl. lifetime distribution used[5] 3.1+2.5

−2.1 6.2
g∗ → J/ψ gg
Z0 → gg J/ψ

0.25
0.03

}
2 2 0 0 1.2± 0.4 ( b veto)

{
2.2± 1.6
0.32± 0.24

5.9
0.87

g∗ → ψ(2S) gg
Z0 → gg ψ(2S)

-
-

}
1 1 0 0 0.96± 0.31 ( b veto)

{
6.0± 4.7
0.89± 0.70

29
3.9

bb̄→ Υ X
Z0 → ggΥ

0.03
0.06

}
2 0 0 0

{
0.12± 0.04 (b tag)
0.47± 0.14 (b veto)

0
0.48± 0.46

8.7
1.7

continuum − 5 2 3 1 4.8± 1.5 (b veto) − −

Table 6. Efficiencies of the selection criteria for direct production channels

Process Efficiencies (%)
µµ ee

cc̄→ J/ψ X 0.2± 0.2 < 0.75 (90 % CL)
g∗ → J/ψ gg 4.1± 0.5 2.5± 0.3
Z0 → gg J/ψ 28± 2 17± 2

bb̄→ Υ X 2.8± 1.0 1.7± 0.6
Z0 → ggΥ 29± 3 11± 3

4 Mass resolution and the resonance hypothesis

The reconstructed masses ofµ+µ− pairs from real data and
simulatedJ/ψ andΥ (1S) states are displayed in Fig. 5 a)
and c). The mass windows 2.96− 3.24 GeV/c2, 3.51−
3.85 GeV/c2 contain 90 % of the muon pairs fromJ/ψ
andψ(2S), respectively. The interval of 9.20−10.6 GeV/c2

contains 95 % of those fromΥ (1S), Υ (2S) or Υ (3S) de-
cays. The mass window of 2.60− 3.86 GeV/c2 is estimated
to contain 90 % of the electron pairs fromJ/ψ, ψ(2S), and
the window 7.9− 10.8 GeV/c2 95 % ofΥ states, see Fig. 5
b) and d). The wider mass windows are needed fore+e−
distributions because of bremsstrahlung of electrons.

By comparing the measured invariant masses with the
vector meson mass windows, eight events are found to be
compatible with being decays ofJ/ψ, ψ(2S) or Υ states.
There are fourJ/ψ candidates, two events ofψ(2S) → l+l−,
and two candidates in the mass window ofΥ . A typical can-
didate is displayed in Fig. 6. The event rates and the expected
background in the mass windows and in the continuum are
summarized in Table 5. The statistical probability for such
a number of events (or more) to appear in mass windows
is computed using the prescription[16] (Poisson processes
with background). The uncertainty in the estimated back-
ground is taken into account by sampling the background
with a Gaussian distribution. Probabilities of 5.4%, 3.1%
and 1.1% are found for the data vs. expectations within the
J/ψ, J/ψ +ψ(2S), andJ/ψ +ψ(2S) + Υ windows, respec-
tively. The probability to have more than six events in the
continuum is 25%. The small observed excess thus has a
tendency to be related to the meson mass windows rather
than to the continuum. There is no significant excess in any
individual window, however.
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5 Sensitivity to standard production mechanisms,
and upper limits

The efficiencies of the selection criteria for the production
mechanisms (1− 3) have been checked by using fully sim-
ulated events (see Table 6). ForJ/ψ from charm and gluon
fragmentation, and for the hard gluon radiation, the decay
length cuts and theb veto are imposed in estimating the ef-
ficiencies. The decay length cuts andb tag are required for
the channelZ0 → bb̄Υ . The uncertainties shown are due to
simulation statistics, only.

As expected, the selection has a very low efficiency
for charm fragmentation intoJ/ψ due to cuts on isolation
and on jet-lepton angles. This channel is better constrained
by using the inclusiveJ/ψ proper time distribution of the
earlier DELPHI analysis of [5]. The prompt component of
7.7+6.3

−5.4(stat)% is combined with the world average values
[16] for relevant branching ratios ofZ0 → bb̄ andb→ J/ψ.
As the prompt component is compatible with zero, the re-
sult can be expressed as 90% confidence level upper limit
as listed in Table 5.

The observed candidates, the background estimates, the
efficiency estimates and the leptonic branching ratios are
used for the processes (2) and (3) as follows. As the
number of observed candidates is not significantly above
expectations in any mass window, the result is best ex-
pressed as 90% confidence level upper limits. The upper
limits for signal events in the mass windows ofJ/ψ and
Υ (1S), (2S), (3S) are computed analogously to the proba-
bility estimates of the previous section. In computing the
limit for the final statebb̄Υ , no candidates are assumed as
the observed hadronic systems in the selected events are un-
likely b jets (the probability of twobb̄Υ candidates to satisfy
b veto is less than 2%). The uncertainties in efficiency esti-
mates are taken into account by shifting them down by one
standard deviation. The upper limits are listed in Table 5,
which also includes branching ratio estimates if the events
are taken as signal. The branching ratios are computed from
the observed number of candidates after subtracting the ex-
pected background.

6 Summary

A data sample of more than 3 million hadronicZ0 events
from the DELPHI detector has been analyzed to search for
direct production ofJ/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ (1S), (2S) or (3S)
states. Kinematical cuts and vertex criteria have been used
to select events with a lepton pair where the background
from weak decays and the continuum spectrum has been
highly suppressed.

Upper limits are set for the expected strong production
mechanisms ofJ/ψ, ψ(2S) andΥ states at 90% confidence
level

– Br(Z0 → cc̄J/ψ)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)< 6× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → qq̄g∗, g∗ → J/ψgg)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)
< 6× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → J/ψgg)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)< 0.9× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → qq̄g∗, g∗ → ψ(2S)gg)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)
< 29× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → ψ(2S)gg)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)< 3.9× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → bb̄Υ )/Br(Z0 → hadrons)< 9× 10−4

– Br(Z0 → Υgg)/Br(Z0 → hadrons)< 2× 10−4

The limits are either new or improve earlier results. The re-
sults are extracted in the presence of a small excess over
the expectations when the candidate events are summed up
in the mass windows ofJ/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ . This excess has a
probability of about 1% to be a statistical fluctuation. Apart
from a statistical fluctuation, the events may arise from an
unaccounted or underestimated source. For instance, the res-
onance contributions in the 4-fermion processes are not con-
sidered in simulation. Their rate, however, is expected to
be small [17], about 10% correction to the estimate from
the 4-fermion continuum part within theJ/ψ mass window,
and as such not sufficient to explain the fluctuation. Among
the direct strong production mechanisms studied here, the
gluon processes come the closest in interpreting the data.
For example, taking the data as a signal ofJ/ψ from gluon
fragmentation would suggest rates which are a factor of ten
above the initial predictions [2].
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